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Stanford Student Program Gives Supercomputers a Second Life [4]

Despite their incredible capabilities, today?s supercomputers typically only have three years of
operating life before they need an upgrade. With the march of Moore?s Law, faster, more
efficient systems are always waiting to replace them.
A novel program at Stanford is finding a second life for used HPC clusters, providing muchneeded computational resources for research while giving undergraduate students a chance to
learn valuable career skills. To learn more, we caught up with Dellarontay Readus from the
Stanford High Performance Computing Center (HPCC).

30 projects migrated their translation to Weblate, what about yours?
[5]

The localization community gave it?s approval: Weblate fits our expectations. Many projects
have already migrated. It?s time for yours to migrate, because the next Fedora release will

mark the end of the old translation platform.

AgoraCart "Route 66" Version Released [6]

I have avoided any spotlight in the Perl community after negative experiences early on but at
the urging of Gabor Szabo over at PerlMaven.com, I realized that I should not care if I am not
the normal Perl community member/developer. As a result, announcements on Perl type
groups was skipped until now. So here's to new beginnings.
I love the flexibility of Perl and hated the feeling that I was giving up on it as other languages
rose in popularity and Perl seemed to surrender from the web on its own accord. I restarted
development of the new version of AgoraCart during my masters degree coursework, and kept
grinding on the development and testing for another 2+ years. This release marks a huge
milestone, for AgoraCart and for me personally. I basically gave up on AgoraCart for a few
years (motivation to work on it came and went like the changes in the wind after a family
tragedy).
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